
MAS© 

Macroansy® 

‘E-Commerce of Global Consulting Business’© 

$BEEPower© coin 

‘VC / Hedge Fund / Institution’ Reserve Buy Agreement. 

Email: business@macroansy.org 

Web Site: https://macroansy.org 

Issue Date: 12 Dec 2018, Updated 03 June 2019. 

This Agreement is deemed a formal agreement with regards to the firm Macroansy’s 
$BEEPower Coin’s Sale to VC / Hedge Fund / Institutional Investors. The term ‘coin’ refers to 
$BEEPower Coin floated on Ethereum Block chain at this link below.  

$BEEPower Coin Contract Link: https://etherscan.io/address/0x26d13bc704eeac5302ee27751d7873562d215a91 

MAS© refers to Macroansy®. Websites refers to https://macroansy.org, 
https://macroansy.org/MASx and https://macroansy.org/MASt .  

Crypto refers to $BEEPower coin. 

Agreement: 

It is hereby agreed for formal sale between Macroansy the ‘Seller’ of $BEEPower coins and 
the VC / Hedge Fund/ Institutional Investor, the ‘Buyer’, both parties being represented by 
the ERC20 wallet Ac used for online crypto sign at the end of this agreement. 

% of $BEEPower Coin bought = ____ %, which amounts to ___ million coins.  

The Price of One $BEEPower Coin bought is agreed as _______ $US.  

The Total Cost of this Buy = _____________ $US millions. 

Terms of Agreement: 

The Agreement comes into effect after signing the agreement using the online ‘sell buy’ 
process of $BEEPower Coins at https://macroansy.org/MASx and binds both the Seller and Buyer 
to execute the agreement after signing with regards to Payment realization at Macroansy’s 
Bank Account and Receiving the Coins at Buyer Wallet account. Any default on either party is 
deemed violation of Agreement and subject to legal proceedings. 



The buyer has rights to trade with $BEEPower coin publicly on the market, subject to the 
terms and policies defined in white paper of $BEEPower ICO and its related and referenced 
documents available on the website. 

Macroansy reserves the right to any other issues which cannot be perceived and explicitly 
mentioned herein including legal jurisdiction. Macroansy declares that it has clearly specified 
its objective and purpose regarding the $BEEPower Coin’s formal sale of the $BEEPower coin 
to the Buyer. 

This agreement also automatically supplement and comply with Macroansy's general Privacy 
Policy, Use Policy, Business Policy as published on their website, even if it does not 
specifically address this agreement, and it is deemed that those policies are general in 
nature and its essence and spirit is applicable to any international formal business process 
through which Macroansy deals with its clients and customers. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Formal Signing Procedure:  

This formal online signing procedure is as per $BEEPower Coin’s peer to peer ‘Sell-Buy’ 
procedure as described on MAS’s website. 

As per the above formal sign procedure, both the parties, the Seller (MAS) and the Buyer (VC 
/ Hedge Fund/ Institutional Investor), do hereby solemnly confirm that the following ERC20 
wallet crypto currency accounts shall be considered as our true International Identification 
(ID) representing our Business Entities and the TxHash shall be considered as the 
instrument of formal acceptance of this agreement by our Business Entities. We hereby 
agree that this procedure shall be valid legally in any court of law.  

________________________________________________________________________ 

SELLER crypto coin sign: 

Seller’s Business Entity Name: Macroansy 

Seller’s Authorized Personnel Name: Mr. King Krish. 

Seller (MAS): ERC20 Wallet, crypto Account: 

 

Sell TransactionHash (copied from https://etherscan.io) for this agreement:  

 

 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 



BUYER crypto coin sign: 

Buyer’s Business Entity Name: 

Buyer’s Authorized Personnel Name: 

Buyer: ERC20 Wallet, crypto Account: 

 

Buy TransactionHash (copied from https://etherscan.io) for this agreement:  

 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

END 


